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items in the low to middle price range of department stores

The third task is a

while maintaining the high sensitivity of department stores to

operation.

widen the range of target customers.
We should diﬀerentiate ourselves from the peer group and
other retail channels and build specialty ﬂoors and zones that

structural switch to highly eﬃcient

Under the new department store model, retail ﬂoor
operation is divided into two types including shop operation
and

independent operation

and we are working on

customers feel at ﬁrst glance are their shopping places to

establishing an operation system, planning staﬀ distribution

create attractive stores that entice customers to visit. For this

and training personnel to suit their respective characteristics.

purpose, JFR will aggressively develop specialty zones that

These two types diﬀer greatly in role and responsibility

create special added value and will work on branding them,

sharing with suppliers in a business process, personnel

by selecting and oﬀering brands, shops, products and services

arrangement, proﬁt structure and method of staﬀ training.

based on clear concept tailored to the values and lifestyles of

The sophistication of each operational know-how as well as the

target customers.

eﬀective combination of these two types in line with store or

As a result of building a specialty zone Ufufu Girls

ﬂoor concept will greatly improve human productivity in the

targeting young and around 30-year-old women in the north

operation of department stores and enable the creation and

wing of Daimaru Shinsaibashi store, which opened in November

operation of stores with high management eﬃciency. JFR will

2009, and Daimaru Kyoto store, which was remodeled in April

also clarify what professional persons are needed to operate

2010, we feel it has a great eﬀect, enjoying high popularity

each of the shop operation type and the independent

among young women to whom department stores could not

operation type and focus on developing and using such people.

cater enough.
In addition to the eﬀorts mentioned above, by increasing the
The second task is a customer loyalty strategy, which provides

proﬁtability of existing businesses other than department store

promotional support to our new department store model.

operations while increasing expansion into growth areas, we

A customer loyalty strategy for identiﬁable customers

will change business structure from management too

holding our company-branded cards whose proﬁles and buying

lopsidedly inclined toward department store business to raise

histories we can keep track of serves as a very eﬀective

proﬁts and grow in a balanced manner throughout the Group.

measure to retain customers who visit specialty zones, which
are the important strategic retail space of our new department

In March 2010, Daimaru and Matsuzakaya merged a year

store model, and make them repeaters as well as ensure steady

ahead of schedule and completed preparations for the

sales.

organization and business operation systems to establish the

Many new customers who had seldom shopped in

new department store model. For ﬁscal 2010, business

department stores visit specialty zones that have clear concept.

environment facing department stores is expected to remain

It is important to increase the number of loyal customers by

severe. However, we will unite our eﬀorts to build the new

accumula t ing eﬀ or t s to ha ve customer s become our

department store model and expand its performance under

cardholders or email members and feel they are their

thorough customer-ﬁrst creed toward the realization of the

shopping places through close communication with their

enhancement of corporate value and sustainable growth.

favorite specialty zones.
To this end, JFR will be fully committed to ﬁnding and
increasing its cardholders and email members in keeping with
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the development of specialty zones to be opened in its
department stores in the future.
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